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Dear Mr. Chairman: 

This report discusses how federal employees who have sought 
whistleblower reprisal protection from the Office of Special Counsel (OSC) 

viewed osc’s handling of their cases. We surveyed 945 employees who 
sought protection from osc under the provisions of the Whistleblower 
Protection Act of 1989 and whose cases were closed by osc as of 
September 30,1992. We received responses from fXG-a response rate of 
70 percent Additional details on our objective, scope, and methodology 
are contained in appendix L 

Background Congress enacted the Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989 (P.L. 
101-12) to strengthen and improve the level of protection for 
whistleblowers ori@naUy offered under the Civil Service Reform Act of 
1978 (P.L. 95-454). Although the 1978 act was designed to encourage the 
disclosure of fraud, waste, and abuse and protect employees from 
reprisals when they made such disclosures, Congress found that the law 
was not satisfactorily achieving these objectives. 

The 1989 act separated osc from the Merit Systems Protection Board 
(~ZSPB) and established ox as an independent agency. osc’s primary role 
became to protect federal employees, especially whistleblowers, from 
prohibited personnel practices. In fuEUing this role, osc is supposed to act 
in the interests of federal employees seeking s&stance by investigating 
their complaints of whistleblower reprisal and initiating stays (postponed 
acGons), corrective actions, and disciplinary actions, where appropriate. 
In addition, the 1989 act allowed employees to Gle appeals with MSFTS if 
they did not obtain relief through osc. 

Fhe Whistleblower In order to successfully pursue a whistleblower reprisal case, osc said that 
3eprisal Complaint it must develop sticient evidence to show that the following four 

%ocess at OSC elements existz 
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. a protected disclosure1 was made by a covered federal employee; 

. a personnel action was taken, not taken, or threatened after the protected 
disclosure; 

l the employer had knowledge of the protected disclosure; and 
. a causal connection existed between the personnel action and the 

protected disclosure. 

Complaints of whistleblower reprisals are to be initially analyzed by osc’s 
Complaints Examining Unit (cmr). Examiners may contact the 
complainant to get more information to ensure that the complaint is 
clearly understood. If CEU determines that one or more of the four 
elements is missing, it may close the case. Complaints that are not closed 
by ~ETJ are to be referred to the Investigation Division for more extensive 
examination. 

After the Investigation Division completes its examination, the 
Prosecution Division is required to review the information to determine 
whether any violation of laws, rules, or regulations has occurred and 
whether the matter warrants corrective and/or disciplinary action 0% 
officials may discuss the matter witi agency officials to obtain an early 
resolution, or the Special Counsel may write to the agency head with a 
recommendation for action. If the agency declines to take action, osc may 
bring the matter before MSPB to order the corrective and/or disciplinary 
action. 

At any tie during an invmtion, osc may seek a stay of a personnel 
action if there are reasonable grounds to believe that the action is a result 
of whistleblower reprisal. osc may obtain the stay of action by requesting 
the agency involved to vohmtarily provide the stay or by filing a request 
with the MspB for a formal order. 

Prior GAO Reports on 
Whistleblower Protection 

This is our fourth report in response to a request by Mr. Gerry Sikorski, 
the former Chairman of the Subcommittee on the Civil Service, House 
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service, that we review the federal 
government’s processing of whistleblower reprisal complaints and osc’s 
effectiveness in protecting whistleblowers from reprisals under the 1989 
act. The three reports and one testimony we provided earlier this year are 
listed at the end of this report. 

IA protected disclosure is the reporting of information that the individual reamnably believes shows 
violation of any federal law, rule, or reguMi0I-G gross wac gros waste of funds; abuse of 
authori% or ac& that are a substantial and specik danger to public health and safety. 
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Our work has shown that despite the intent of the 1989 act to strengthen 
and improve whistleblower protection, whistleblower complainants are 
still having difE4ty proving their cases. Also, federal employees are 
generally unaware of their right to whistleblower protection, and agencies 
are not jnforming them of this right. 

The lack of agency conunitxnent appears to us to be a major problem in the 
whistleblower program There is no explicit requirement in the 
whistleblower statutes (5 USC. 1201 et seq.) for agencies to inform 
employees about their right to protection from reprisals or where to report 
misconduct. If the program is to be succe~&& agencies’ support is 
critical. Employees should be encouraged to bring improprieties to the 
attention of management and be assured that such actions will not result 
in reprisals. All too often in the past, such assurances were absent, and 
employees did not know how much agency support they would receive. 

To address this problem, we recommended that Congress consider 
amending the whistleblower statutes (5 U.S.C. 1201 et seq.) to require that 
agencies, with osc’s guidance, develop policies and procedures for 
cmying out the provisions of the whistleblower statutes and inform 
employees periodically of their right TV protection from reprisals and 
where to report misconduct. 

Results in Brief The vast majority of our survey respondents gave osc low ma& for 
overall performance in the whistleblower complaint process. The small 
percentage of respondents whose cases reportedly resulted in corrective 
actions were generally more satisfied with osc’s performance, but over a 
third of them also gave osc low mar&. 

Most respondents were frustrated with the process. They believed that osc 
did not act on their behalf and that they needed to obtain the services of a 
lawyer to protect their interests. Also, most of the respondents did not 
appear to fully understand the process. After going through the process, 
most respondents said they wished they had known more about items 
such as the procedures involved and the probability of success before they 
filed their complaints. 

The responses we received from whistleblower complainants clearly 
indicated a high level of dissatisfaction with osc. In our view, OX needs to 
explore the reasons for this dissatisfaction and work with the 
Subcommittee to address the problems. This survey and our previous 
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work showed clearly that education about the whistleblower protection 
process needs attention. Employees need to know about their right to 
protection from whistleblower rep-, the four elements needed to 
demonstrate that reprisal has occurred, the process for seeking corrective 
action, and the challenges that complainants may encounter in pursuing 
their cases. 

Complainants Have The results of our survey of those individuals who sought whistleblower 

Been Generally 
protection from osc showed a general dissatisfaction with osc and agency 
performance. Many respondents said they did not know about the act and 

Dissatisfied With OSC that they got little or no help from their agency management in learning 

and the Whistleblower about it Most respondents did not believe that osc investigators obtained 
all of the information needed to investigate their claims. Over half of the 

Protection Process respondents told us that they were still employed by the agency they 
reported against, and many still believed that they were experiencing 
reprisals. A vast majority of respondents believed that whistleblower 
protection was inadequate and that their agencies did not support federal 
whistleblower policy. Specifically 

. Ahout 81 percent of respondents gave osc a generally low to very low 
rating for overall effectiveness. 0sc was consistently rated low for fairness, 
efficiency, competency, responsiveness, and communi~ons. osc was 
rated higher for courtesy. 

+ About 78 percent of respondents did not believe that csc investigators 
obtained ah of the information needed to investigate their claims. 

l About 83 percent of respondents said they received a generally 
unfavorable to very unfavorable resolution of their complaints from OSC. 

About 52 percent appealed their cases to MSPB. For those who did not 
appeal their cases, the primary reason cited was fi-u&ration with the 
process. 

. About 86 percent of the respondents said that reprisals had actually taken 
place, while 47 percent said there was a threat of reprisals, and about 
43 percent said a favomble action had not occurred. About 20 percent of 
the respondents said they became aware of the reprisals withirt 24 hours of 
reporting the alleged misconduct. 

l More respondents had contact with osc in writing or by telephone as 
opposed to meeting face-f&e. The number of contacts generally ranged 
from one to five per case. According to about 56 percent of the 
respondents, the contacts with osc provided the information they needed 
to little or no extent. 
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. While about 45 percent of respondents said that they did not give osc 

permission to reveal their communications with osc to others during the 
investigatve process, about 59 percent of these respondents believed that 
osc revealed this information during its investigation. About 32 percent of 
the respondents were not sure or did not remember whether they gave osc 
permission to reveal this informatior~ 

l About 57 percent of the respondents said they had obtained the services of 
a lawyer at some time during the process. The vast majority of these 
respondents did so before osc closed their cases. The majority of those 
who obtained a lawyer did so because they believed they needed 
independent legal advice to protect their interests (69.1 percent) and deal 
with their agencies (73.3 percent). Overall, about 76 percent of the 
respondents believed that osc generally acted or primarily acted in the 
interests of the agency, rather than in the interests of the complainants or 
neutrally, while mvestigatmg the cases. 

l About 59 percent of the respondents were still employed by the agencies 
where they had reported misconduct. These respondents reported that 
various reprisals were stilI occurring after their cases were closed by osc 
and most of the time these actions were a continuation of previous 
reprisals and not new reprisals. Of the 41 percent of the respondents who 
were no longer employed, about 83 percent said they were no longer 
employed at the agency because they reported misconduct 

l Negative events resuking from reporting misconduct were far greater than 
positive actions reported by the respondents. Negative events included 
lessened job opportunities, mental anguish, and loss of professional 
credibility. Positive actions of reporting misconduct for those respondents 
still employed at the agencies where they reported the misconduct 
included recognition by peers and awards or bonuses. The positive j 
actions, which were controlled by the agency, were generally not viewed 
by the reqondents as a direct result of reporting misconduct. s 

l After reporting misconduct and filing a complaint with OSC, about I 
57 percent of the respondents said they either greatly supported or very 
greatly supported the idea that employees in their agency should report 
misconduct. However, about 93 percent of the respondents believed that 
protection against reprisal was inadequate, and about 90 percent believed 
that their agency had little or no support for the federal policy of 
protecting federaI employees against reprisals for reporting misconduct. 

l Although a majority of respondents said they reported the misconduct to / 
an immediate supervisor or other agency management, over 60 percent of 
those still employed at the agency would not report any new misconduct i 

to these people. 1 
I 
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. &fore reporting misconduct, employees sought assistance mainly from an 
immediate supervisor (66.3 percent) antior other agency management 
(79 percent). About 90 percent found these people to be of little or no 
help. About 42 percent of the respondents said they had little or no 
knowledge of the provisions of the Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989. 
About 53 percent were aware that corrective action or settlement of 
reprisals was potentially available. Fewer were aware that disciplinary 
actions could be taken against employers and that stays of personnel 
actions could be requested. 

l While at least 60 percent of the respondents said they were aware of one 
or more of the elements that bad to be present to Qualify for protection 
under the 1989 act, about 56 percent greatly or very greatly wished they 
had known more about all four elements before Bing the complaint with 
osc. Other factors that respondents either greatly or very greatly wished 
they had known more about before filing a complaint with osc included 
the investigative process, the probability of success, the emotional costs, 
the legal process, and the Cnancial cost 

Detailed questionnaire responses are presented in appendix II. 

Corrective Action or 
Were More 
Extensively 
Investigated 
Responded More 
Positively 

many of them still gave osc low marks. We also noted that complainants 
whose cases went through osc’s investigative process and were closed 
without corrective actions (99 respondents) were more satisfied than 
those complainants whose cases were processed and closed in CEU (513 
respondents). Specifkally 

l About 85 percent of complainants whose cases were closed in cxu rated 
osc generally low to very low on overall effectiveness in handling their 
cases. For those complainants whose cases were closed by the 
Investigation Division, about 68 percent of them rated osc similarly. About 
37 percent of those with reported corrective actions rated osc as generally 
low to very low. 

. About 86 percent of complainants whose cases were closed in cnr 
believed that they had received generally unfavorable to very unfavorable 
resolutions of their oases, while about 73 percent of those whose cases 
were more extensively invest&ted felt the same way. For those 
complainants whose cases resulted in corrective actions, this percentage 
fellto 41. 
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l About 62 percent of those complainants whose cases were closed in CEU 
believed that osc provided them with little or no information they needed 
about their cases. About 33 percent of those whose cases were more 
extensively investigated felt similarly, as well as 22 percent of those 
complainants whose cases resulted in corrective actions. 

l About 34 percent of those complainants whose cases were closed in CEG 
believed generally or definitely that osc did not obtain all the information 
needed to investigate their cases. About 59 percent whose cases were 
closed in the Investigation Division felt similarly, however, 58 percent of 
those whose cases resulted in corrective actions believed that osc 
obtained ail the information needed to investigate their cases. 

. About 79 percent of those compiainants whose cases were closed in CEU 
believed that osc generahy or primarily acted in the interests of their 
agency while investigating their cases. For complainants whose cases 
were closed in the Investigation Division, about 66 percent of them felt 
similarly, as well as about 35 percent of those whose cases resulted in 
corrective actions, 

Conclusions It is troubling that so many complainants in the whistleblower reprisal 
complaint process believed that osc did not adequately represent their 
interests. Although the level of dissa@faction was clearly related to the 
degree of success the complainants had in pursuing their cases, it is 
important to note that the vast mqjority of all complainants we surveyed 
indicated a high level of d&saG&ction with osc’s overall effectiveness in 
handlingtheircases. 

To help ensure that the whistleblower statutes are being properly 
implemented, we believe it is essential to determine why whistleblower 
complainants feel d&at&&d with ox’s process and to develop an 
appropriate strategy for dealing with their concerns. On the basis of the 
survey results and our previous work, one element of this strategy should 
be to improve the education of federal employees about the extent of their 
rights and protections under the whistleblower statutes and the nature of 
the complaint process. 

Recommendation We recommend that the Special Counsel explore the reasons for 
whistleblower complainants’ d&atisf&tion with OSC’S process and work 
with the Subcomrt&tee TV develop an appropriate strategy for addressing 
these concerns. 
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and Our Evaluation 
osc’s comments and our specific responses to them are contained in 
appendix III. 

In general, osc’s interpretation of our survey results was that compMIan%s 
were dissahfied because they were not getting corrective action for their 
alleged reprisals. osc believed that, in large part, cases brought to their 
attention were not meeting the requirements of the whistleblower statutes 
and that the level of dissatisfaction with osc’s performance will diminish if 
agencies better educate employees about their rights and protections 
under the whistleblower statutes and about osc’s role in handling reprisal 
complaints. osc did not conunent on our recommendation that the Special 
Counsel explore the reasons for whistleblower complainants’ 
djssatisfaction with o&s process. 

We agree that there is a need to improve the education provided to 
employees about the extent of their rights and the nature of the complaint 
process, but we do not agree that other agencies should do all of the work 
that needs to be done. We recommended that osc explore the reasons for 
whistleblower complainants’ dissatisfaction because we did not think it 
would be appropriate to identi& those reasons based on conjecture. To 
use conjecture rather than data based on research runs the risk of 
misdirecting any educational efforts that are provided. Moreover, the high 
level of complainant d&saG&ction identified in our survey indicated a 
need for osc to take an introspective look at its process for dealing with 
whistleblower complainants. Although our report recognizes that other 
agencies have an educational role, it is important for osc to Imow whether 
its process for dealing with whistleblower complainants is operating as 
intended. The importance of customer surveys in examiniq and 
improving agency operations was given renewed emphasis in the 
September 1993 report of the Vice President’s National Performance 
Review. 
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As agreed with the Subcommittee, we plan no further distribution of this 
report until 30 days after its issue date, unless you publicly amounce its 
contenti earlier. At that time, we will send copies to osc, MSPB, and other 
interested parties. We will also make copies available to others upon 
request. 

The major contrihmm to this report are listed in appendix IV. If you have 
any questions about this report, please contact me on (202) 5125074. 

Sincerely yours, 

Nancy Kingsbury 
Director 
Federal Human Resource Management 

Issues 
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Object& Scope, and Methodology 

The former Chairman of the Subcommittee on the Civil Service, House 
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service, asked us to review the 
government’s processing of whistleblower reprisal complaints and the 
Of&e of Special Counsel’s (osc) effectiveness in protecting 
whistleblowers from reprisals. We addressed several aspects of this 
request in three previous reports (see Related GAO Products). Our 
objective in this review was to find out what federal employees who had 
reported alleged misconduct-and allegedly suffered reprisals-thought 
about the whistleblower reprisal complaint process at osc. To answer this 
question, we designed a survey that we sent to federal employees who had 
sought whistleblower protection from OSC. Our analysis included an 
assessment of responses based on case disposition, that is, whether 
whistleblower complainants obtained corrective action and whether their 
cases were closed by the Complaints Examining Unit (CEU) or the 
Investigation Division. We performed these analyses to determine whether 
complainants who had more success with osc reacted differently from 
those whose cases were rejected. 

We asked osc to identify federal employees who filed complaints under the 
Whistleblower Protection Act of 1939 since the effective date of the law on 
July 9,1989, and whose cases were closed as of September 30,1992. osc 
identified a total of 1,383 such cases and provided us with addresses to 
contact all except those complainat& who wanted to remain anonymous 
or did not provide their addresses to osc. osc also provided us with the 
information on the disposition of their cases, including those cases 
referred to the Investigation Division snd those cases that resulted in 
corrective actions. 

We mailed surveys to 1,108 complainants on March 29,1993, and sent one 
follow-up mailing on April 29,1993. Surveys were sent only to those 
complainants with a single closed complaint with osc during the period 
under study because complainants with multiple complaints might not be 
able to isolate their views on individual cases, which the survey was 
designed to capture. Besides excluding multiple cases, we also excluded 
cases for overseas claimants, any anonymous or other clmts for whom 
osc had no mailing addresses, and cases out of osc’s jurisdiction regarding 
whistleblower reprisal. 

One hundred sixl@hree surveys were returned as undeliverable, leaving 
945 claimants as our adjusted universe for study. After excluding 
responses for those complainants not returning a completed survey or 
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who incorrectly or ms&.iciently completed the survey, we had a final 
number of 662 usable surveys resulting in a response rate of 70 percent. 

This report reflects the perceptions and experiences of these 662 
complainants. We did a comparative analysis using data from osc’s case 
files and found almost no difference between respondents and 
nonrespondents in the distribution of gender, state of residence, type of 
personnel action alleged, timing of complaint identification, initial review 
disposition code, or disposition of allegation. 

We also analyzed the survey responses for those whose cases were closed 
in CEU (523 respondents) and those cases that were more extensively 
invesugated by the Investigation Division (149 respondents). Of those 
cases referred tuthe Investigation Division we further analyzed those 
cases that resulted in come&be actions (50 respondents). 

We did not review the merits of individual cases nor did we review OX’S 

handling of them to determine if respondents accurately reflected osc’s 
actions. Our work was done between November 1992 and July 1993 in 
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. 
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Responses to Survey of Federal Employees 
Who Have Sought Whistleblower Protection 
From the Office of Special Counsel 
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who Have Sought Whistleblower F’rotection 
Prom the Office of Special Coun6el 

1 

! 
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Responses to Survey of Federal Employees 
who Have Sought Whistleblower Protection 
From the Offlee of Special Counsel 

I I I I 

1 actialtimcdirlrmned - ’ - N-1 618% 1 303% 1 8.9% 
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Responsee to Survey of Federal Employees 
Who Eave Songbt whtstleblower Protection 
From the O&e of Special Counsel 
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YCl No ltall 
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N&S 495% 4SS% 1.9% 

NSl 496% 465% 38% 

N456 546% 4L9% I L7% 
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Repones to Survey of Federal Employees 
Who Have So-t Whistleblower Protection 
From the ofllee of specid counsel 
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r 
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Fkoponsoa to Sumey of Federal Employees 
Who Have Son&t Whistleblower F+rote&ion 
From the Of&e of Special Chmsel 
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P 
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Beaponaes to Smvey of Federal Eq&oyees 
Who Have Sought Whistleblower Protaction 
From the Of&e of Special Counsel 
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From the Office of Special cOnnsA 
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Alto Have Sought Wbideblower Protection 
From the OlBce of Special C0nnse.l 
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Who Have htght Whistleblowez Proteetian 
From the Omee of Special Counsel 
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Who Have Sottgbt Whistieblower Protection 
From the OfIke of Special Counsel 
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Responses to Survey of Federal Ehployeis 
Who Have Sought Whistleblower Pmtection 
From the Office of Special Counsel 
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Ibsponses to Survey of Federal Employctea 
Who Have Sot@ Whistleblower Pro&&n 
From the Of&e of Special Connsel 
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AppendixIU ; 

Comments From the Offke of Spbcial 
Counsel 

Note: GAO comments 
supplementing those in the 
report text appear at the 
end of this appendix. U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL 

I730 M Slmr, .Y.W.. sulcc 300 
wa6hlngton O.C. 2cas4sos 

See comment 1 

Now on p. 3. 

Now on p. 3. 
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COUIlSd 

See comment 2. 

See comment 3. 
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Appendix III 
Comment Prom the Of!ke of Special 
cOlI3M?l 

he comment 4. 

See comment 5. 

See comment 6. 

Ms. Nancy K@sbnty 
U.S. Gcmral d%lamdq OflTcc 
mF4 

All- ccmanistbatwhikrhcfocusoftkarqisisthcdcgreEof 
conlplaioant~~osc,rnostoftbcqneslioDslntllesllmydoo 
addrmsrkcomp-‘- ;- withOSC. Furexampk,qqm~y15 
qu&rmsaddmssigsucsofhwkdgcabcutwhidcbhwccprot&oningarral. 
~discl~waelnadeandtk~tladcontactwithoscpusmnrl. 
Arlo&14qucsdDmddrrsc-whicllaccrrrrrd*oscc10sedthccart. 
Thns.oulytmqlldonsddrrsosc’s~of~. 
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Comments From the Omce of Special 
Counsel 

See comment 7. 

See comment 8. 
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Appemiix III 
Comment9 Prom the Of&e of Special 
CoanSel 

RESWNSE TO RECOMMENDATION 

Tbdcycuforprovid&mewiththisoppoadytocmnmcntontlwdrPft 
qort. IfthcrcaTctmylJudonsabcut~ commads.orsauy-csc 
amnattsarcndd,plcasccomxtMiddG.Lawrucc,Directwof 
congrrssior.lal iulkirs, at (202) 653mol. 
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AppeIldixrII 
Comments From the Office of Sp~68I 
COUlISd 

GAO Comments 

The following are GAO’S comments on OSC’S September 21,1993, letter. 

1. The cutoff date of September 30,1992, was necessary because of the 
lead time needed to obtain the data on whistleblower complainants fkom 
osc and to finalize the mailing list for the survey. Our objective was to 
assess federal employees’ views on the whistleblower complainant 
process at osc during the period their complaints were processed through 
osc. The results of this survey should provide a good baseline for osc to 
use in assessing the effectiveness of any changes that it plans to make or 
that have been made since the Special Counsel’s 5-year term began on 
December 21,199l. 

2. We disagree with osc and think that there is a sufficient number of 
questions in the survey to enable us to draw conclusions about what 
complainants think of osc’s investigative process. Cur survey solicited 
complainants’ views on items that clearly pertained to the osc investigative 
process (see questions 16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23, and 36). The 
complainants generally expressed dissa&faction witi the ox process. 

3. As stated in appendix I, our objective was to Gnd out what federal 
employees who had allegedly suffered whistleblower reprisals thought 
about the whistleblower reprisal complaint process at osc. We also stated 
that we did not review the merits of individual cases nor did we review 
05x’s handling of the cases. 

4. Our stated objective was to find out what federal employees thought 
about the whistleblower reprisal compkint process at osc, and it is clear 
that the federal employees were d&satisfied with osc’s process. We did not 
evaluate the extent to which osc is meeting its investigative and 
prosecutor-ml responsibilities. 

5. The report summa& es almost all of the survey responses, and the 
results of the entire survey are included in appendix II of the report. It is 
true that the report summa& es the complainants’ views of the entire 
process, both before and after the complainants’ involvement with osc. We 
believe the before and after questions provide a more complete picture of 
the complainants’ views of the whistleblower reprisal complaint process. 
Also, we point out that complainants were dissatisfied with osc and 
agency performance, not just with osc. 
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Comments Prom the Office of Spedal 
CollMel E 

6. We disagree that the title of the report implies that the respondents are 
bona fide whistleblowers. In fact, we used osc’s terminology to identify 
those federal employees who went to osc claiming whistleblower 
reprisals. Throughout the report, as in the title, we identify these 
individuals as whistleblower complainants. It should be noted that neither 
we nor osc could isolate bona fide whistleblowers, and we reached 
agreement with osc officials in the design phase of this assignment to 
analyze the swey results based on how far complainants’ cases 
proceeded within the osc process. Thus, our further analysis of the survey 
results differentiated between those complainants whose eases were 
closed in CEU, those who went through osc's more extensive investigative 
process, and those who received corrective action. 

7. With respect to ox’s assertion that many of the survey respondents may 
not have fully understood what they were being asked, we took every 
reasonable precaution to ensure the validiQ of the responses. In addition 
to having the survey designed fr&rnaUy by survey methodologists with 
experience in survey design, we pretested the survey with respondents 
from the universe of complainants who had gone to osc to better assure 
ourselves that respondents would understand the questions and not have 
difficulty answering them. We also solicited the views of osc officials to 
ensure that the questions were being asked fairly, accurately, and in an 
unbiased manner. The osc officials’ only comment on the survey was that 
we separated the responses by those complainants who received 
corrective action and those who did not Such an analysis is included in 
the report. 

osc cited three instances where it said that many of the respondents may 
not have fully understood what they were being asked. In questions 8 and 
9, some respondents may have interpreted the wording of agency 
misconduct to have included whistleblower reprisal, which is in fact 
misconduct. Regardless of how misconduct was perceived, the fact 
remains that most employees sought assistance within their own agencies 
before reporl%tg misconduct and that most of those who reported 
misconduct did so within their own agencies. 

8. ox states that the responses to question 19 reflect an almost impossible 
result. osc states it is its firm practice that every complainant receives an 
acknowledgement letter and a completion letter and that others may 
receive interim letters. osc also stated that mu almost always initiates 
contact with the complainants by telephone. Although osc is noting what 
should be done based on what is stated in its Complaints Examiner’s 
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Manual, there is no evidence offered to show that these procedures were 
actuallybeingiIrtplementedina.llcases. 
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